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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Results of this project provide important insights into the mechanisms by which volatile 
organics can be removed from porous underground environments, a vital step in the 
cleanup of potentially harmful contaminants found at some DOE sites.  For the first time, 
effects of pore size and water content on the removal rates of a volatile organic have been 
studied independently.  It has been found that the average pore size, the shape of the 
pores and water content all impact removal rates and ultimate cleanup levels.  A 
relatively simple combination of two models has been found to describe contaminant 
removal rates from high initial organic content to small residual amounts.  The data 
obtained and models studied can provide a partial framework for the improvement of 
sophisticated models of underground cleanup processes, such as vapor extraction or 
bioremediation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
A magnetically coupled microbalance system has been used to measure adsorption and 
desorption isotherms and rates of desorption for carbon tetrachloride on dry prepared 
porous silica particles with narrow pore size distributions in the mesoporous range.  Pore 
size distributions estimated from the carbon tetrachloride isotherms were found to be in 
close agreement with those determined using standard low temperature nitrogen 
adsorption.  Three different types of particles were studied, with average pore diameters 
of 2.7 nm, 4.6 nm, and 5.9 nm.  Pore volumes based on carbon tetrachloride isotherms at 
25 °C increased with increasing pore diameter, from (0.22 to 0.64) cmP

3
P gP

-1
P.  Pore volumes 

based on standard nitrogen isotherms at 77 K were somewhat larger, ranging from  
(0.35 to 0.77) cmP

3
P gP

-1
P. 

 
Prior to desorption rate studies, evacuated particulate samples were charged with volatile 
organic vapor at pressures sufficient to fill all mesopores with condensed fluid.  
Desorption rates into dry flowing helium were determined at 25 °C and atmospheric 
pressure, using the microbalance system combined with chromatographic analysis of the 
exit helium stream.   Initial rates on the order of 1 (g CT) hP

-1
P (g silica)P

-1
P were found to 

decrease to less than 1 (µg CT) hP

-1
P (g silica)P

-1
P, as mass adsorbed decreased from near  

1 (g CT) (g silica)P

-1
P to values near 1 (mg CT) (g silica)P

-1
P.  This residual mass was 

desorbing at such a low rate, that it can be considered a migration resistant fraction of the 
original mass adsorbed.  Attempts to remove this residual mass at higher temperatures 
were partially successful; however, differences between the microbalance and gas 
chromatograph responses leave open uncertainty about whether the residual mass was 
pure carbon tetrachloride.  To date, attempts at analysis of the residual mass using solvent 
extraction have not removed completely this uncertainty. 
 
For particles prepared using the same template surfactant, but with different average pore 
sizes, desorption rates were higher for the larger-pore particles, with correspondingly 
lower residual mass.  Particles prepared with another template surfactant did not follow 
this pattern, exhibiting intermediate desorption rates and slightly lower residual mass, 
even though these particles had the smallest pores.  These particles exhibited desorption 
isotherm behavior characteristic of larger pores connected by smaller openings.  Except 
for peculiar behavior in the very early part of desorption experiments for one type of 
particles, the carbon tetrachloride desorption curves could be fit by a two-part model, 
employing a diffusion model for the bulk of the desorption, followed by a deactivation 
model as the mass adsorbed approached residual values. 
 
Simultaneous microbalance and gas chromatograph measurements were used to 
determine carbon tetrachloride and water desorption rates from silica particles initially 
containing both volatile components.  Varying water to carbon tetrachloride ratios were 
loaded on two types of particles with different pore sizes, with water always loaded first.  
With water on the particles, pore volumes were significantly reduced.  When compared at 
the same mass adsorbed values, total desorption rates consistently decreased with 
increasing water content.  Total residual mass was found to be a strong function of initial 



water content, increasing nonlinearly from (1-2) mg to 15 mg, as initial water content 
increased from 0 % to 100 %.   
 
As expected, during the first few hours of all desorption rate experiments, the rates of 
carbon tetrachloride desorption were larger than for water.  At low initial water contents, 
total desorption rates were controlled throughout by the carbon tetrachloride rates.  For 
higher water contents, the water rates became larger than the carbon tetrachloride rates 
for at least some period of intermediate times, after the bulk of the carbon tetrachloride 
had been desorbed.  Although the compositions of the residual mass have not been 
independently measured, there is evidence that both components were retained, but that 
water was the major component when there was significant initial water on the particles. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
There is considerable interest in desorption rates for volatile organics from porous solids, 
relative to developing adequate models for cleanup of contaminated underground 
environments.  It is believed that contaminant desorption rates control the overall cleanup 
rates and ultimate cleanup levels for most insitu processes.  This work is part of an effort 
to quantify the effects of pore size, moisture content, carbon content and surface 
mineralization on desorption rates of volatile organics from well-characterized porous 
solids that are relevant to vadose zone cleanup processes.  Most studies to date have been 
on complex soil samples, involving complicated combinations of the above factors, all of 
which are believed to affect desorption rates.  The current approach is to study these 
factors one at a time, and then in combination. 
 
In recent years, sol-gel chemical processes have been developed through which porous 
inorganic particles can be made with very narrow pore size distributions.  This is 
accomplished by using surfactant template molecules around which an inorganic matrix 
consolidates, followed by removal of the template by calcination or extraction.  By 
choosing production conditions and which template molecule is used, the pore size can be 
tuned to almost any desired value.  For example, porous silica particles can be prepared 
with pore sizes in the mesoporous and upper microporous ranges.1-4  Equilibrium 
isotherms have been measured for carbon tetrachloride on such materials, with resulting 
pore size distributions in good agreement with those determined by standard nitrogen 
adsorption analysis.5,6  To our knowledge, no carbon tetrachloride release rate studies 
have been reported for such prepared particles. 
 
Moisture can affect sorption kinetics and equilibria through competition for pore volume 
and surface sites, through varying solubility of organics in liquid water, and by creating 
barriers to transport.7  Systematic studies have been done to characterize the effect of 
moisture on equilibrium isotherms.8,9  Most prior release rate studies have been done on 
actual soils or soil simulants, with broad pore size distributions, and under water-
saturated conditions.  These studies show that a portion of the adsorbed contaminant is 
easily removed, whereas, a smaller portion desorbs very slowly.10 
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The amount and type of naturally occurring organic carbon can contribute significantly to 
adsorptive capacity of soils for volatile organic compounds, for soils with relatively high 
organic contents.P

7,11
P  If the organic content is low, sorption to mineral grains likely 

becomes the dominant mechanism.  Organic matter in soils can range from relatively 
recent materials, such as fulvic and humic acids, through various intermediate materials, 
to highly condensed organics classified as kerogen.P

12
P  Also, it has been shown that vadose 

zone soils may contain significant amounts of soot particles, presumably from fires.P

13
P  All 

of these materials provide strong adsorption sites for volatile organic contaminants.  
Humics tend to form rather loose structures, whereas highly condensed materials like 
kerogen form tight structures, with considerable heterogeneity.  It has been postulated 
that it is these highly condensed, naturally occurring organics that are associated with 
slow sorption kinetics.P

12,14
P  Where considerable soot particles are present, it has been 

found that most of the organic contaminants are associated with these particles.P

13
P  Again, 

most studies have been conducted on real soils under water saturated conditions, where it 
is difficult to separate out effects due to moisture, pore size, and the nature and location 
of the naturally occurring organic materials. 
 
Scope of the work reported here includes preparation and characterization of porous silica 
particles with narrow pore size distributions in the mesoporous range, followed by 
measurements of equilibrium isotherms and release rates for carbon tetrachloride, under 
dry conditions and with varying amounts of water present.   
 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
 
Mesoporous silica particles were prepared by the method described by Zhao et al.P

4
P and 

characterized for pore size distribution, pore volume, surface area and particle size 
distribution.  Currently, particles have been prepared containing narrow pore size 
distributions in the diameter range (2-6) nm.   
 
Data are reported in the current work for three different particles, one using Tween 40 as 
a structure-directing template, and two using Pluronic P123 (the first at 35 °C, and the 
second at 35 °C followed by 80 °C, as described in Ref. 4).  Herein, these particles are 
called T-27, P-47 and P-55, respectively, the leading letter indicating the surfactant 
employed in the preparation, and the numbers roughly indicating the pore size in 
angstroms.  Standard nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms at 77 K were obtained 
for each type of particle, with pore size distributions estimated by the method of Miyata 
et al.P

6
P   Sufficient carbon tetrachloride adsorption and desorption isotherm data were 

obtained to confirm the nitrogen results.  Particle size distributions were measured in a 
centrifugal automatic particle size distribution analyzer. 
 
The sorption system used in this investigation involves a magnetically coupled 
microbalance, designed and manufactured in Bochum, Germany.  The apparatus allows 
careful adsorption/desorption studies over considerable ranges of temperature (-80 to 
+250) ºC, pressure (vacuum to 350 bar) and gas phase composition in a highly controlled 
environment. The microbalance is used for direct mass determination, rather than relying 
on PVT (pressure, volume, temperature) relationships to calculate mass adsorption or 
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desorption.  Loads up to 60 g can be weighed in real time with a precision of 10 µg.  In 
addition, incorporation of an Archimedes sinker in the measurement cell allows 
simultaneous measurement of gas phase density, which allows accurate buoyancy 
corrections to be made, as well as determination of equilibrium gas phase compositions 
for binary gas mixtures.  The system is computer controlled, making it ideal for 
measurements on systems with long equilibrium times, or for long-term release rate 
studies.  This same microbalance system was used in a prior study of densities and dew 
points of selected hydrocarbon mixtures,P

15
P by employing it as a dual-sinker densimeter 

instead of a sorption/density measurement system. 
 
A schematic diagram of the sorption system is shown in Fig. 1.  A sample holder has 
been designed to contain fine porous particles in multiple thin beds (four beds, each  
16 mm diameter, with sample loaded 2-3 mm deep).  This holder is suspended in a cell, 
with a coupling housing above it, of (100 ± 5) cmP

3
P total free volume.  The cell and 

coupling housing are maintained at any desired temperature within ± 0.01 ºC by fluid 
(from a constant temperature circulator) flowing through metal jackets surrounding these 
elements (not shown in Fig. 1).  Both the cell and the coupling housing are insulated on 
the outside. 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the Sorption/Density Microbalance System 
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Cell temperatures are measured by calibrated platinum resistance thermometry, with 
accuracy better than 0.1 °C.  Cell pressures are determined to 0.0001 bar by a quartz 
spiral gauge (up to 11 bar).   
 
The true mass true

Hm  and volume HV  of the sample holder have been determined as the 
intercept and slope of microbalance mass measurements of the sample holder versus 
helium (99.999 % minimum purity) gas density, from vacuum to 10 bar.  Helium 
densities were taken from AllProps.P

16
P  Similar measurements of the sample holder loaded 

with a porous solid yield the true mass true
SHm + and solid volume SHV + of the holder and 

sample combined.  The true mass and volume of the sample can be obtained by 
difference: 
 

     
HSHS

true
H

true
SH

true
S

VVV
mmm

−=
−=

+

+     (1) 

   
The volumes are determined at the temperature desired for sorption measurements.  The 
inherent assumption in these calibrations is that helium does not adsorb in significant 
amounts.  If it does, the measured SHV +  term will be too small (by a factor proportional to 
the Henry’s law constant for helium adsorption).  The net effect will be that all sorption 
measurements are relative to helium, which is considered standard practice. P

17 

As mentioned above, the cell contains an Archimedes sinker, whose true mass true
ASm , 

volume ASV , and thermal expansion coefficient have been independently determined. 
This sinker can be weighed separately from the sample holder, and Archimedes sinker 
apparent mass app

ASm  is used to determine density of the gas phase in the cell.   
 

     
AS

app
AS

true
AS

V
mm −

=ρ     (2) 

 
After the prepared and dried porous particles are loaded into the sample holder, the 
holder plus sample is dried in an oven at 150 °C for at least 12 h and then transferred to a 
desiccator for cooling.  The sample holder is loaded into the microbalance cell under 
flowing helium and the cell quickly sealed onto the system.   The cell is then evacuated at 
70 °C for at least 12 h and then cooled to the desired operating temperature.  Long 
evacuations at low temperatures are avoided, since particles slowly gain mass, 
presumably from outgassing of other parts of the system.   
 
Carbon tetrachloride (CT) vapor is allowed to fill the gas space in the cell.  A valve is 
opened between the cell and a dried and degassed liquid CT sample (99.9 % minimum 
purity), kept in a metal vessel in a separate constant temperature bath (Fig. 1).  By 
adjusting the temperature of the liquid sample, thus changing its vapor pressure, pressures 
in the cell can be independently varied as desired to study adsorption and desorption 
isotherms.  This sample loading method is similar to that reported in a study of sorption 
of volatile organics in heavy liquid polymers.P

18
P  A second line from the cell to a degassed 
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liquid water sample (nanopure, 18 MΩ-cm resistivity), also contained in the separate 
constant temperature bath, can be used to load water on the porous solid, to study 
competitive water + CT sorption phenomena.     
 
As the gas adsorbs on the porous solid, holder plus sample apparent mass app

SHm +  and 
sinker mass are recorded versus time, until equilibrium is obtained.  The vapor density in 
the cell is determined from the sinker mass, using Eq. 2.  At any time, the total mass 
adsorbed adm  is calculated from the following equation: 
 

    ( )AP

SH
true

SH
app

SHad Vmm
m

ρρ
ρ

/1−
+−

= +++    (3) 

 
The last term in the numerator is a correction for buoyancy of the holder plus solid 
sample.  For the current work, this term is nearly negligible for component isotherm 
measurements and a nearly constant correction of about 1 mg for desorption rate 
experiments.  The denominator term is a correction for buoyancy of the adsorbed phase, 
involving the density of the adsorbed phase APρ , which is estimated as the liquid density 
of the adsorbate.  Fortunately, this correction is unimportant for sorption work at low cell 
pressures, as reported in this investigation. 
To charge the particles with both water and CT, the particles are exposed to water vapor 
first.  Mass of water adsorbed is calculated using Eq. 3.  Mass of water in the gas phase 
can be based on measured density (Eq. 2) and cell volume, or the density can be closely 
estimated using the ideal gas law based on the measured pressure in the cell.  After 
addition of CT at higher pressure, the new measured gas phase density is used to estimate 
the composition of the gas phase.  Coupled with the known total mass of water in the 
system, and the new measured total mass adsorbed, mass of each component in both the 
gas and adsorbed phases can be calculated.  Further details of these calculations can be 
found elsewhere.P

19
P  For all mixtures studied here, the mass of CT in the vapor phase was 

(33-34) mg, and the mass of water in the vapor phase (1-2) mg, after loading both species 
on the particles.  Corresponding total masses on the particles were (140-290) mg. 
 
A typical procedure for measurements of pure CT isotherms is as follows.  Adsorbent 
(0.5-1.0 g) is loaded into the sample holder and placed into the microbalance cell and 
evacuated at elevated temperature, as described above.  Helium is introduced at various 
pressures in the range (0-10) bar, to determine the true mass and volume of the sample 
plus holder.  CT is introduced at a pressure just below saturation at the cell temperature.  
A series of equilibrium measurements are made of mass adsorbed (from Eq. 3) versus CT 
pressure, by incrementally lowering the bath temperature for the liquid CT sample (or by 
withdrawing CT vapors into the cold trap in the vacuum system).  The valve between the 
liquid sample and the cell is always closed for the final approach to equilibrium at each 
point.  Apparent mass and system pressure are followed versus time to determine when 
equilibrium has been attained.  Equilibrium measurements of mass adsorbed are believed 
accurate to better than 1 mg/g.  Typical times to equilibrium are in the range of             
30-90 min, for accuracies at this level.  After desorption measurements are completed, 
CT pressure is incrementally increased to determine the adsorption isotherm.  At the end 
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of this procedure, the adsorbent is again fully loaded, at a CT pressure near saturation at 
cell temperature.   
 
For desorption rate studies (called sweep experiments) involving pure CT, the typical 
starting point is an equilibrium point on the adsorption isotherm at a CT pressure 
sufficient to fill all pores, but still well below the CT saturation pressure at the cell 
temperature.  For rate studies involving both CT and water, the water is loaded first to the 
desired mass adsorbed, followed by equilibrium adsorption of CT at a pressure below 
saturation, with the cell isolated from the liquid CT source.  Helium (99.999 % minimum 
purity) is used as a sweep gas.  It is introduced to the cell to bring the pressure to just 
above atmospheric, the exit valve is opened, and sweep gas flow started immediately.  
Flow rate is controlled at 30.0 cmP

3
P/min by a mass flow controller.  This rate is sufficient 

to rapidly sweep the vapor space in the 100 cmP

3
P cell, but small enough so that drag 

corrections on the sinker and sample holder are small.  Apparent mass and sinker mass 
are followed versus time, with small corrections applied for sweep gas drag, so that mass 
adsorbed (from Eq. 3) versus time can be determined. 
 
The entire process of microbalance measurements is under computer control, allowing 
sample mass to be measured at any desired time intervals, with periodic measurements of 
zero point (load disengaged) and sinker mass.  Corrections for zero-point drift are made.  
The balance is automatically calibrated against internal standards at fixed intervals, and 
appropriate corrections are made for changes in air buoyancy on the internal calibration 
masses due to changes in room air density.  All of this allows operation over very long 
periods of time, with accuracies for mass measurements approaching 20 µg.   
 
For sweep experiments, when the rates of desorption drop significantly below 10 µg/h, 
uncertainties in the rates become large when slopes are extracted from the mass adsorbed 
versus time data from the microbalance.  These rates can be followed to below 0.1 µg/h 
by measuring the CT concentrations in the exit gas from the cell.   
 
The outlet gas from the cell is continuously sent to the sample loop of a gas 
chromatograph (GC) equipped with both a flame ionization detector (FID) and an 
electron capture detector (ECD).  The FID is used to measure CT concentrations from  
(1-50,000) ppm, and the ECD for CT concentrations from (0.01-1) ppm.  Calibration was 
accomplished using dilutions of a certified standard of (1010±20) ppm CT for 
concentrations below the level of the standard, and by using liquid CT (99.9 % minimum 
purity) evaporated into air and held in heated cylinders for higher concentrations.  Total 
estimated uncertaintiesP

19
P in the GC sampling and measurements are ±10 % for 

concentrations below 5000 ppm, increasing to near ±20 % at 50,000 ppm. 
 
Another reason to measure exit CT concentrations is to follow simultaneous release of 
CT and water, with water rates determined as the difference between the total mass 
desorption rate (from the slope of the microbalance mass adsorbed versus time data) and 
the CT rate (from the exit gas CT concentration measurements, combined with the sweep 
gas flow rate).  There were two problems that had to be overcome to produce meaningful 
data.  First, the initial gas phase contained (33-34) mg of CT, which was swept out of the 
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cell along with the CT released from the solid sample.  This was accounted for by 
performing a series of blank runs with the empty sample holder in the cell, and using the 
measured empty holder CT concentration versus time data to correct the results for runs 
with particles present.  Greatest uncertainties in this procedure are at the start of a sweep, 
when a large fraction of the exit CT is coming from the gas phase.  At sweep times 
greater than 20 min, less than 2 % of the CT exiting the cell was from the initial gas 
phase. 
 
The second major issue is that care must be taken in the early stages of the sweep 
experiments to reconcile times for the GC samples with those for the microbalance 
readings.  Uncertainties due to this issue cannot be completely eliminated.  When they are 
combined with the large GC uncertainties associated with the early high CT 
concentrations in the exit gas, and the uncertainties in the early corrections for the gas-
phase CT discussed above, the combined uncertainties in measured CT desorption rates 
during the first few minutes of a run are exceptionally large, perhaps exceeding 100 % for 
the first few minutes of a sweep.  Since water desorption rates are calculated as the 
difference between the total desorption rates and the CT desorption rates, the values for 
this quantity are highly uncertain as well during this brief initial period.  Further 
discussion of the details of these uncertainties can be found in Reference 19.   
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
From preliminary microbalance measurements on a commercial silica gel, as well as on 
several prepared mesoporous silica samples available in the early stages of this project, 
the following conclusions were reached.P

20-22
P   

 
1) Pore size distributions measured near room temperature using CT isotherms in the 

current apparatus are in excellent agreement with those obtained from standard 
nitrogen sorption techniques, using the same method of calculation, in agreement 
with the literature.P

5
P   

2) CT desorption rates are nearly independent of the sweep gas used (air or helium), 
and not much different from directly evacuated samples.   

3) CT desorption rates are usually larger for larger pore samples, when compared at 
the same CT mass adsorbed values.   

4) Residual mass (on the order of 1 mg per g of silica) is always found after CT 
desorption experiments at 25 °C, with at least partial reduction possible by 
increasing temperature to 85 °C. 

 
These studies provided the foundation for a more systematic investigation of the effects 
of pore size on CT desorption rates and residual mass, and on the impact of water on 
these phenomena.  The results are described below in three sections. 
 
Particle Characterization: Isotherms  
 
Zhao et al.P

4
P reported mesophase structures, surface areas, pore sizes and pore volumes for 

the particles they prepared by the methods adopted for the current study, as shown in 



Table 1.  The Ref. 4 pore diameters represent peak pore sizes, and they were calculated 
from the adsorption branch of standard nitrogen isotherms using the BJH method.  For 
the current work, pore diameters are from the adsorption branch of standard nitrogen 
isotherms using the method of Miyata et al.6, which is found to yield pore sizes          
(0.5-0.7) nm larger than the BJH method for these particles. 
 
Table 1.  Mesophase structure, peak pore diameters (D), BET surface areas (SA) and pore 
volumes (V) from Ref. 4, compared with properties from the current work. 
 

Properties from Ref. 4 This Work
Particles Structure D/nm SA/m2 g-1 V/cm3 g-1 D/nm SA/m2 g-1 V/cm3 g-1

T-27 cubic 2.0 700 0.36 2.7 700 0.39
P-47 hexagonal 4.7 690 0.56 4.3 520 0.35
P-55 hexagonal 6.0 780 0.80 6.3 760 0.77  

 
Detailed nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms for the particles used in the current 
work are presented in Fig. 2.  All isotherms are Type IV (IUPAC classification), with 
varying hysteresis behavior.  For T-27 particles, behavior is Type H1, but with no visible 
hysteresis for filling the majority of mesopores.  There is a narrow loop at higher relative 
pressures of Type H4, which has been reported for some highly-ordered bicontinuous 
cubic pore systems,8 and has been interpreted as particles with larger pores connected by 
smaller openings.23  Both adsorption and desorption branches yield a peak pore diameter 
near 2.7 nm, with the desorption branch indicative of a small secondary peak at 4.6 nm.  
Limited carbon tetrachloride isotherm data show a very narrow but visible hysteresis for 
mesopore filling, and these data are in accord with the narrow loop at higher relative 
pressures.  Peak pore sizes from the nitrogen data are closely reproduced by the carbon 
tetrachloride data.19,20

 
A major hysteresis loop is obvious for the P-47 particles, with the shape characteristic of 
Type H2 hysteresis.  Both adsorption and desorption branches yield a single peak for the 
pore size distribution at 4.3 nm, if the cylindrical form of the modified Kelvin equation is 
used instead of the spherical form for the analysis of the adsorption branch (not done in 
Ref. 24).  This is a necessary modification of the Miyata et al.6 method for larger pores 
with significant hysteresis, if reasonable agreement is to be obtained between analyses of 
the two branches of an isotherm.  The shape of the adsorption and desorption isotherms 
and the corresponding pore-size distributions are closely reproduced by current carbon 
tetrachloride isotherm data. 
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Figure 2. Standard nitrogen isotherms for T-27, P-47 and P-55  
particles: adsorption (open symbols) and desorption (closed symbols). 

 
 
The P-55 particles exhibit a wide hysteresis loop, with the shape characteristic of Type 
H1 hysteresis.   An interpretation of the differences in hysteresis behavior between the P-
47 and P-55 particles is that the P-55 particles have less pore-blocking.23 Peak pore sizes 
predicted from the adsorption and desorption branches are 6.3 nm and 5.8 nm, 
respectively.  Also, the desorption branch for the P-55 particles exhibits some H3 
behavior at the lower closure of the hysteresis loop.  This results in a small secondary 
peak at 4.3 nm.  Again, the limited carbon tetrachloride isotherm data taken are consistent 
with these findings from the nitrogen isotherms, although not sufficient to confirm the 
details of the H3 behavior. 
 
Peak pore sizes (from the adsorption branch), total pore volumes and BET surface areas 
from the nitrogen sorption experiments are compared with the Ref. 4 data in Table 1.  
The method of Miyata et al.6 yields larger pore diameters than the traditional BJH 
method, so agreement is believed to be close for the T-27 and P-55 particles.  The P-47 
particles used in the current work appear to have somewhat smaller pores than those of 
Ref. 4.  The pore volumes and surface areas for T-27 and P-55 agree with the values from 
Ref. 4, however, both properties are considerably smaller for the P-47 particles in the 
current work.   
 
Corresponding pore volumes from the carbon tetrachloride isotherms are smaller than 
those determined from the nitrogen isotherms: T-27 (0.22 cm3/g); P-47(0.29 cm3/g); P-
55(0.64 cm3/g).  A possible explanation of these smaller CT pore volumes is that because 
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of their larger size CT molecules can not fill as many of the smallest pores.  The T-27 
particles were found to have the largest ratio of micro-pore volume to meso-pore volume, 
based on the nitrogen isotherms, P

24 
Pand these particles exhibit the largest difference 

between nitrogen and CT pore volumes.  Other explanations could be that the use of bulk 
liquid densities is inappropriate to translate between mass adsorbed and pore volumes, or 
that there are structural differences at the vastly different temperatures employed in the 
measurement of these nitrogen and CT isotherms, resulting in an appreciable change in 
pore volume.  The modest reversal in relative pore volumes for the T-27 and P-47 
particles should be noted.  P

 

 
A particle size distribution analyzer was used to measure overall particle sizes for each 
type of particle.  Average particle diameters are found to be near 20 µm for the T-27 
particles and about 4 µm for the P-47 and P-55 particles.   
 
Pure CT Desorption Experiments 
 
Duplicate CT desorption rate experiments (sweep experiments) have been performed at 
25.0 °C and near atmospheric pressure (0.93 bar) on each of the three types of particles:  
T-27, P-47 and P-55.  Helium gas flowing through the 100 cmP

3
P cell at a rate of            

30.0 cmP

3
P/min was used to carry the desorbed CT out of the system.  Microbalance 

measurements of mass adsorbed versus time were made throughout the runs, with GC 
measurements of the exit gas stream during the later stages to accurately determine 
desorption rates below the limits of the microbalance.  Agreement between the duplicates 
was good, nearly within the ability to read the graphs, so selected runs involving the most 
complete data sets are presented below.  More complete graphical data can be found 
elsewhere.P

24 

 
The most fundamental measurements from the microbalance are mass adsorbed versus 
time data.  Since GC measurements yield desorption rates, GC mass adsorbed values are 
based on the mass adsorbed value from the microbalance corresponding with the last GC 
point taken before the microbalance rates reach the detection limit or are terminated for 
other reasons.  Other GC mass adsorbed points are calculated by integration of the GC 
rate versus time curve.   
 
Microbalance (MB) and GC mass adsorbed versus time data for all three particles are 
shown in Fig. 3.  Note that all mass adsorbed values and rates are reported per unit mass 
of particles.  The MB curves are distinguished by the GC points with which they most 
closely agree.  Early desorption rates (slopes of the curves) are higher, approach to 
equilibrium is faster, and residual mass is lower for the larger pore size P-55 particles, 
compared with the smaller pore size P-47 particles, as one might expect.  However, the 
desorption rates appear to be intermediate for the T-27 particles, and the residual mass is 
even lower than for either P-47 or P-55, neither observation being expected for particles 
with the smallest pore size.  The implication is that differences in the particulate pore 
structures, which depend on the preparation method, can be as important as modest pore 
size differences in determining relative desorption rates and residual masses. 
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The concurrence of the MB and GC curves over a long time span for the T-27 particles 
indicates that the major component being released at 25 °C was CT.  The last five GC 
points for T-27 were taken after raising the cell temperature to 85 °C.  This resulted in a 
20 % reduction in residual mass (from 1.2 mg/g to 1.0 mg/g), measurable as CT by 
integration of the GC rates.  In contrast, the MB values of mass adsorbed decreased by   
53 % (from 1.2 mg/g to 0.56 mg/g) over the same time period.   
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Figure 3. Mass adsorbed versus time from microbalance (MB) and gas 
chromatograph (GC) readings for pure CT desorption rate experiments. 
 

There are some possible explanations for these differences.  It is possible that an initial 
very large amount of CT coming off the particles was missed before the first GC sample 
was taken.  Another factor may be that some of the CT released from the particles is 
being re-adsorbed elsewhere in the experimental system, rather than passing to the GC.  
Finally, it may be that the residual mass is not all CT.  There is fairly strong support for 
the first of these possible contributions.  The temperature set point was changed at 333 h, 
and it required only one hour for the cell temperature to increase from 25 °C to 85 °C.  
The next GC point was taken at 342 h.  During this time, the MB mass adsorbed values 
decreased by 0.4 mg/g.  Thus, at least one third of the initial residual mass was desorbed 
prior to the first GC measurement, and any CT it contained was missed in the GC 
measurements.  If this mass released was all CT, it would account for the differences 
between the MB and GC values at the end of the run.  The apparent rather gradual 
divergence of the GC and MB mass adsorbed versus time curves at 85 °C would lend 
support for the other possible reasons, partial re-absorption in the system or a component 
of the residual mass being something other than CT.  
 
Plots of desorption rate versus time from the same runs are shown in Fig. 4.  The GC 
rates are in excellent agreement with the MB rates (determined by taking slopes of the 
MB data), and the GC rates extend smoothly in time to values approaching  
0.0001 mg/h/g.  It should be noted that these are independent measures of CT release 
rates and there is no forced agreement of the rate versus time data from these two 
sources.  MB rates become unstable at values below 0.005 mg/h/g, as shown for the T-27 
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particles.  The intermediate rate values for T-27 at times from (2-200) h are clearly shown 
on this figure.  It is interesting to note that the desorption rates for the P-55 particles are 
lower than those for the P-47 particles for times beyond  2 h, as the larger pore particles 
more quickly loose the bulk of their very large initial CT charge and more rapidly 
approach residual mass adsorbed. 
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Figure 4.  Desorption rate versus time from microbalance (MB) and gas 
chromatograph (GC) readings for pure CT desorption rate experiments. 

 
The impact of changing the cell temperature from 25 °C to 85 °C is clearly shown on   
Fig. 4.  The GC desorption rate jumped by a factor of 20 to 0.01 mg/h/g, then decreased 
to values of the same order as before the temperature change.  This behavior is roughly 
confirmed by the microbalance rate, which jumped from unsteady values below 0.001 
mg/h/g before the temperature change, to steady values near 0.02 mg/h/g at (340 to 350) 
h, then dropped steadily to a value of 0.006 at 365 h, then became unsteady again as the 
rate dropped further with time.  Comparable results were observed in other 
measurements,P

22
P where a two-stage temperature increase was applied at the end of a 

desorption run on prepared particles with similar pore size and residual mass to the T-27 
particles.  The GC and MB rate curves for the first increase (to 68 °C) were very similar 
to those on Fig. 4.  For the second increase (to 87 °C), the MB rate curve again increased 
to a maximum near 0.02 mg/h/g.  The GC curve mirrored this increase, but it remained an 
order of magnitude lower.  This observation would favor the theory of another 
component in the residual mass besides CT. 
 
Desorption rate versus mass adsorbed curves are shown for all three particles on Fig. 5.  
The initial mass adsorbed was near 400 mg/g for the P-47 and T-27 particles, but was 
1000 mg/g for the larger pore volume P-55 particles.  Compared at the same mass 
adsorbed values, rates for the P-55 particles are about a factor of four higher than for the 
P-47 particles, except for the very early period where the mass adsorbed is above  
100 mg/g.  Rates are intermediate for the T-27 particles for mass adsorbed values from 
near 100 mg/g down to about 3 mg/g.  Below this value, the rates for the T-27 particles 
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become higher than for the other particles, as required for a smaller residual mass.  Data 
for the high temperature part of the T-27 run are not shown, as they add little insight to 
the discussion based on the prior figures. 
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Figure 5.  Desorption rate versus mass adsorbed from microbalance (MB) and gas 
chromatograph (GC) readings for pure CT desorption rate experiments. 

 
The excellent agreement between the microbalance and gas chromatograph 
measurements indicates that the vast majority of the material being released by the 
particles is CT, down to residual mass levels.  What is not so certain is the nature of the 
residual mass.  Solvent extraction techniques have been used in an attempt to determine 
the composition of the residual mass subsequent to desorption runs.  Multiple accelerated 
hexane solvent extractions at 60 °C and 1500 psi have been used, in conjunction with 
liquid GC analysis, to determine the maximum amount of CT extractable from the spent 
particles.  Amounts extractable as CT (using multiple extractions) are about 20 % of the 
residual mass for P-47 and about 10 % for P-55.  Estimates of total extractable CT (based 
on single extractions) are about 25 % for T-27.  It has not been possible to calibrate 
percent recovery for this technique, so it is not known if these numbers represent all CT 
present or only some fraction thereof.  A technique involving dissolving the spent 
particles in concentrated caustic prior to extraction is being investigated.    
 
It has been possible to fit the mass adsorbed versus time curves of Fig. 3 in two parts, by 
employing a spherical diffusion modelP

25
P for the bulk of the desorption process and a 

deactivation model P

26
P at low mass adsorbed (approaching residual mass values).  The 

former produces a straight-line region on Fig. 5, while the latter follows the curvature to 
residual mass values.  These models do not account for curvature at high mass adsorbed, 
consistently observed for the P-47 particles.  More details on these calculations can be 
found elsewhere.P

24 
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Water + CT Desorption Experiments  
 
Systematic studies of the effect of water on desorption rates and residual mass values 
have been conducted for T-27 and P-47 particles.  In each experiment involving water, 
the water was added to the particles first, followed by CT addition at sufficient gas phase 
pressure to fill the mesopores.   
 
For T-27 particles, desorption rate experiments were run at 25 °C and atmospheric 
pressure with 19 wt%, 34 wt% and 100 wt% initial water concentrations on the particles, 
using helium as the sweep gas at the same rate as for the pure CT desorption experiments 
described above.  For P-47 particles, desorption rate experiments were conducted at the 
same conditions, for water contents of 12 wt%, 45 wt% and 100 wt%.   
 
Microbalance (MB) total mass adsorbed versus time curves are shown in Figs. 6-7, 
including pure CT data (0 wt% water).  GC results are shown for pure CT only, since 
only in this case do they represent total quantities.  Total residual mass increases 
nonlinearly with increasing water content, from (1-2) mg/g for pure CT to about 15 mg/g 
for pure water.  For pure water, the residual mass is on the order of 10 % of the initial 
mass charged, whereas, for pure CT it is less than 0.5 %. Since water was added first in 
all experiments, the implication is that CT has some impact on how tightly water is held 
to the particles.  This will be explored below when individual component rates are 
presented and discussed.  
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Figure 6.  Total mass adsorbed versus time from microbalance readings for   
water + CT desorption rate experiments on T-27 particles. 
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Figure 7.  Total mass adsorbed versus time from microbalance readings for   
water + CT desorption rate experiments on P-47 particles. 

 
Total desorption rate (from slopes of MB readings) versus total mass adsorbed curves are 
shown on Figs. 8-9.  Note the systematic, nonlinear reduction in initial mass adsorbed 
with increasing water content.  On a volumetric basis, the reduction in capacity between 
pure CT and pure water was 16 % for T-27 particles and 36 % for P-47 particles.  For 
each type of particle, the curves for all three experiments with CT present are almost 
identical during the early stages of the runs (high mass adsorbed).  As CT was charged 
last and is more volatile than water, the bulk of the material coming off the particles 
should be CT in this region.  Below mass adsorbed of (100-200) mg/g, these three curves 
fan out, with the higher concentration of water curve close to the pure water curve for a 
mid-range of mass adsorbed values.  At mass adsorbed values below (30-50) mg/g, the 
curves all diverge, accommodating the spread of residual masses. 
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Figure 8. Total desorption rate versus total mass adsorbed from microbalance 
readings for water + CT desorption rate experiments on T-27 particles. 
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Figure 9. Total desorption rate versus total mass adsorbed from microbalance 
readings for water + CT desorption rate experiments on P-47 particles. 
 

MB total desorption rate versus time curves (not presented here but available 
elsewhere19) are very similar for all experiments involving water on both types of 
particles.  Pure CT curves for these two particles exhibit the largest differences (see Fig. 
4), with rates for T-27 particles lower than those for P-47 particles throughout the sweep.  
Similar but smaller differences seem to exist for the water + CT mixtures, whereas, the 
pure water rate versus time curves are almost identical. The small differences in total rate 
versus time curves form a systematic pattern with initial water content.  During the early 
stages (small values of time), the rates for pure CT are the highest and the rates for pure 
water the lowest.  There is a cross-over point at about 10 h for the T-27 particles, and at 
about 20 h for the P-47 particles, with the rates for pure water the highest and the rates 
for pure CT the lowest for the remainder of the sweep experiments. 
 
GC samples were taken throughout the desorption rate experiments involving water + 
CT, so that the total desorption rates could be resolved into separate CT and water rates.  
The GC results give the CT rates directly, while the water rates are calculated as the MB 
total rates minus the CT rates.  For the experiments with the lower initial water content 
on each type of particle, CT rates were found to dominate the total rates throughout.   
 
The results for the higher water content runs on each type of particle are more interesting. 
For T-27 particles loaded with 34 wt% water, individual component and total desorption 
rate curves are shown on Fig. 10.  CT desorption rates dominate the total rate at both 
small values of time and at long times.  There is an intermediate range of time (from 5 h 
to 40 h) when the water desorption rates are actually higher than the CT desorption rates.  
This is consistent with a physical picture of the bulk of the CT coming off first, followed 
by the bulk of the water.  At long times, water has neared its residual mass adsorbed, and 
the total rate is again controlled by the slow CT release rates. 
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Figure 10. Desorption rates (total, water and CT) versus time for the sweep 
experiment involving 34 wt% water on T-27 particles. 

 
Results for P-47 particles loaded with 45 wt% water show an even more dramatic two-
stage desorption process.  The rate curves are shown on Fig. 11 for the entire run.  Other 
than the very early part of this experiment, the water desorption rates are much larger 
than the CT desorption rates, although they seem to be converging when the run was 
terminated at 220 h.  Thus, one could guess that there may be another cross-over at longer 
times, with the slow CT release rates eventually dominating.   
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Figure 11. Desorption rates (total, water and CT) versus time for the sweep 
experiment involving 45 wt% water on P-47 particles. 
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The results for the first four hours of this run are shown on Fig. 12.  The first two or three 
points indicate relatively high water rates, but these points have very high uncertainty due 
to the issues discussed in the experimental section above, and they are probably spurious.  
There is no reason to believe that the initial release rates should be higher in water 
content than the initial gas phase in the cell, which was estimated to contain 33 g CT and 
2 g water for this experiment.  Ignoring the first few points, the CT rates are larger than 
the water rates, up to 1.2 h.  Then, there is a cross-over, with the water rates becoming 
larger, and, beyond 2 h, the water rates dominate the total desorption rates. 
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Figure 12. Desorption rates (total, water and CT) versus time for the first four 
hours of the sweep experiment involving 45 wt% water on P-47 particles. 

 
The very large uncertainties in the data for the first few minutes of a sweep experiment, 
when desorption rates are extremely high, preclude accurate estimates of the composition 
of the residual mass through integration of the component rate versus time curves.  For 
example, using the high initial water rates indicated on Fig. 12 for the first few minutes of 
the sweep experiment, residual mass for water is predicted to be negative, and residual 
mass for CT is predicted to be much larger than the total residual mass from the MB 
readings.  However, if one makes the assumption that the total releases from the particles 
(MB rates) during the first 20 min of the experiment discussed above (Figs. 11-12) are 
pure CT, then reasonable estimates result for mass adsorbed of each component versus 
time, using actual data from 20 min onward.  With this calculational method, the mass 
adsorbed versus time curves of Fig. 13 were produced. 
 
This method is justified on the following arguments.  Since CT was added last to the 
particles, and is significantly more volatile, the initial releases from the particles should 
be predominately CT.  Thus, the initial CT to water ratio of exit rates, which should be 
approximated by the initial gas-phase ratio of CT to water of 33:2 on a mass basis, should 
very rapidly increase to negligible water exit rates.  At 20 min, the effect of the initial gas 
phase CT on the CT exit rates has dropped to less than 2 %, and the problems of 
matching the GC measurements to the MB data have eased somewhat.  Thus, this seems 
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a reasonable point to switch back to the calculations based on the actual measurements.  
It should be noted, however, that the long-time values of component masses adsorbed on 
Fig. 13 are somewhat sensitive to the switch-over time chosen. 
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Figure 13. Estimated mass adsorbed (total, water and CT) versus time for the 
sweep experiment involving 45 wt% water on P-47 particles. 

 
If the basis for Fig. 13 is correct, it can be concluded that the total residual mass is mostly 
water for this experiment.  The estimated water residual mass is about 10 mg/g, a 33 % 
reduction compared with a pure water run on these particles.  The conclusion would be 
that the presence of CT facilitates removal of water from the particles, resulting in a 
lower water residual mass.  The estimated CT residual mass is about 1.6 mg/g, slightly 
lower than the 2.3 mg/g value found for pure CT on these particles.  Since the CT 
residual mass is sensitive to assumptions about the initial removal rates, the estimated 
value on Fig. 13 should be considered only an approximation. 
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